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Abstract. In this paper we address the combination of query trans-
lation approaches for cross-language information retrieval (CLIR). We
translate queries with Google Translate and extend them with new trans-
lations obtained by mapping noun phrases in the query to concepts in
the target language using Wikipedia. For two CLIR collections, we show
that the proposed model provides meaningful translations that improve
the strong baseline CLIR model based on a top performing SMT system.

1 Introduction

Multilingual information search becomes increasingly important due to the grow-
ing amount of online information available in non-English languages and the rise
of multilingual document collections. Query translation for CLIR became the
most widely used technique to access documents in a different language from
the query. As CLIR is less accurate than monolingual IR, the combination of
query translation techniques is a promising way to approximate monolingual
accuracy. Despite the importance of the task, previous combination approaches
showed limited success. Combination of statistical machine translation (SMT),
machine readable dictionary (MRD) based models or similarity thesauri (ST)
proved to be difficult [1] due to the difference in the accuracy of individual mod-
els (SMT tends to be superior); the aggregation of translation errors; or the
topic drift caused by integrating multiple translations in a single query. Studies
that report successful combination of different models require substantial extra
computation and resources (syntactic analysis and NP translation patterns [2]).

For query translation, one can i) use an online translation service; ii) train an
SMT system using parallel corpora; iii) employ MRDs to translate query words;
or iv) make use of large scale multilingual knowledge sources like Wikipedia for
cross-lingual mapping. CLIR based on information in Wikipedia [5] can reach
60-70% of monolingual accuracy, while using Google Translate is reported to
reach 90% of the accuracy of monolingual search [4]. Other approaches usually
perform in between, e.g. [3]. In this study, we develop translation methods that
are simple and accurate to be good candidates for extending a high performance
SMT system in a realistic search scenario.
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2 Translation models

Google Translate. As a baseline CLIR model, we use query translation by
Google Translate. Due to robustness across domains and strong performance in
translating Named Entities, using Google Translate for CLIR achieved the best
results in the recent CLIR evaluation at CLEF 2008 [4].

Wikipedia based concept mapping. Wikipedia provides a natural source
of multilingual information, with redirects and cross-language links between ar-
ticles in different languages. E.g., the phrase German school system maps to the
German concept ’Bildungssystem in Deutschland’. Wikipedia, being an encyclo-
pedia, typically uses formal terminology which is less likely to be ambiguous and
detrimental to retrieval performance than lay terms. To exploit this, we mine all
redirect and cross-language links to build a translation table which maps con-
cepts to their target language equivalent. This offers a reliable, but incomplete
source of translation information (e.g. adjectives are seldomly contained in Wi-
kipedia). To map queries to Wikipedia concepts (titles), we first try to map the
whole query, and then gradually proceed with mapping shorter word sequences.
Thus, the query German Spelling Reform is mapped as a single phrase, while
Nuclear Transport in Germany is mapped to ’Nuclear transport’ and ’Germany’.

3 Experimental setup

Document collections. We used two CLIR collections introduced in the CLEF
Domain Specific (DS) and Ad Hoc (AH) tracks. They consist of 151,319 German
social science and 294,339 newspaper articles and were used in CLEF between
2003-2008 and 2001-2003. We used two times 75 queries for DS (2003-5 and
2006-8) and 100 + 60 queries for AH (2001-2 and 2003). We used the 2-3 words
long title field as the query. For more details, see the CLEF website.

Retrieval model. For retrieval and query expansion via pseudo relevance
feedback (PRF), we used Terrier’s Okapi BM25 model and Bo1 term weighting
method, with their default parameters. We tokenized the queries and documents,
removed stopwords and used stemming (with SnowBall). Since German is a
compounding language and decompounding can add further, less specific terms
to enrich a query (e.g. Milchkonsum (Milk consumption) can be split to Milch
and Konsum), we used a compound splitter for German (BananaSplit package).

Combination of alternative translations. To improve Google based CLIR,
we add the phrases obtained from the Wikipedia-based concept mapping to the
query. However, alternative terms for noun phrases can cause topic drift. For the
query Maternity Leave in Europe, using two translations for Maternity Leave can
cause documents that contain both to be ranked higher than those containing
only one and the term Europe. To avoid this, we downweight further translations.

4 Experimental results

Our results are summarized in Table 1. The CLIR models, using the concept
mapping with Wikipedia, Google Translate and their combination are presented



for all four collection parts used, together with a monolingual retrieval run using
German queries as reference. We provide the mean average precision (MAP)
scores and the relative accuracies to the monolingual run, with just tokenization
and stemming used (BASE), with compound splitting (CSPLIT) and with query
expansion based on PRF (CS+QE). For the combined WP + Google runs, the
weighting parameter used in queries was set to the optimal value on the other
query set. That is, we used the DS 2003-2005 queries to determine the weight
value used for the DS 2006-2008 query set, etc. For the BASE, CSPLIT and
CS+QE configurations, the weight values were 0.3, 0.4, 0.2 for DS 2003-5; 0.4,
0.3, 0.2 for DS 2006-8; 0.5, 0.3, 0.6 for AH 2001-2; 0.4, 0.4, 0.2 for AH 2003,
respectively.

Table 1. MAP values on different collections. Significant improvements (paired t-test,
p < 0.05) over the Google based models are marked with † for the WP + Google model.

Collection Method BASE CSPLIT CS+QE
MAP % Monolingual MAP % Monolingual MAP % Monolingual

DS 2003-5

Wikipedia 0.2397 69.20 0.2501 62.74 0.2739 63.65
Google Trans. 0.3304 95.38 0.3543 88.89 0.3844 89.33

WP + Google 0.3562† 102.83 0.3753† 94.15 0.4034† 93.75
Monolingual 0.3464 – 0.3986 – 0.4303 –

DS 2006-8

Wikipedia 0.1742 59.72 0.1740 52.41 0.1888 54.98
Google Trans. 0.2878 98.66 0.3081 92.80 0.3293 95.89

WP + Google 0.3204† 109.84 0.3194 96.20 0.3424† 99.71
Monolingual 0.2917 – 0.3320 – 0.3434 –

AH 2001-2

Wikipedia 0.2193 82.04 0.2237 80.44 0.2611 79.58
Google Trans. 0.2879 107.71 0.2886 103.78 0.3342 101.86

WP + Google 0.2984† 111.63 0.2960† 106.44 0.3417 104.15
Monolingual 0.2673 – 0.2781 – 0.3281 –

AH 2003

Wikipedia 0.1878 62.98 0.1902 55.84 0.2216 53.58
Google Trans. 0.3166 106.17 0.3328 97.71 0.3904 94.39

WP + Google 0.3339† 111.97 0.3487† 102.38 0.3937 95.19
Monolingual 0.2982 – 0.3406 – 0.4136 –

As can be seen in Table 1, the individual CLIR models perform similar to
the results reported in previous works: the Wikipedia model achieves 50-80%
of the monolingual result, while Google Translate performs around 90% of the
monolingual run. The Wikipedia based concept mapping performs slightly worse
than the more complex WP model by [5] but we use just title fields.

As regards the combination of the Wikipedia based and the Google trans-
lations, we see consistent improvements over the CLIR models using a single
translation. In particular, the combination improves over the results obtained
using Google Translate which was argued to be a very strong CLIR model [4],
and performs very close to the monolingual result. Moreover, these improvements
are statistically significant (except for the AH collection when using QE and DS
2006-8 for CSPLIT). The positive effect of alternative translations is observed
regardless of using compound splitting or not, which indicates that Wikipedia
provided genuinely different translation terms. These improvements are in part
complementary to query expansion, which indicates that the additional phrases
are not always contained in the top retrieved documents and recovered by QE.



5 Conclusion & Future work

In this study, we introduced a simple CLIR model using Wikipedia, mapping
concepts in one language to their equivalents in another language based on the
redirect and cross-language links in multilingual Wikipedia versions. This simple
WP-based model performs similar to previous results obtained by Wikipedia-
based CLIR (60-70% accuracy of monolingual retrieval). We also showed that
the Wikipedia translations are accurate and often quite different from the trans-
lations of an SMT service, and are capable of improving the accuracy of an
SMT-based CLIR model. In particular, to our knowledge we are first to show
consistent (and in most settings significant) improvements over the CLIR based
on Google Translate, which is reported to perform very well for CLIR.

There are many ways to improve our results. In particular, in the current
study we used a single global term weighting parameter for Wikipedia trans-
lations. However, the benefit of WP translations is highly correlated with the
coverage of the concept mapping for the given query (the higher portion of the
query is mapped, the more beneficial it is), and with the average length of the
mappings (concepts corresponding to longer phrases are more beneficial). This
calls for a query-dependent weighting scheme, which we just started to develop.
Another promising future work is to improve the coverage of our concept map-
ping by exploiting further information in Wikipedia (e.g. anchor texts [6]), or by
adding a complementary resource to map verbs and adjectives.
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